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Anness Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Vegetarian Cooking for Special
Occasions, Valerie Ferguson, This title features over 140 imaginative recipes shown step by step
with more than 170 stunning photographs. It is an irresistible collection of gourmet vegetarian
recipes for easy entertaining: from informed gatherings to sophisticated dinner parties. It features
ideas for elegant soups and starters, spectacular main courses, tempting side dishes, refreshing
salads and satisfying breads. You can devise a menu of global dishes or focus on one cuisine such as
Thai, Lebanese, Italian or French. You can discover the wonderful variety of vegetarian ingredients
with tips on how to prepare them creatively. This beautifully illustrated cookery book is packed
with inspiring dishes that will impress your family and friends and give you an opportunity to show
off your culinary skills. Many of the recipes can be prepared in advance and simply reheated when
required, leaving the cook more time to spend with guests. With dishes from around the world you
can create an international feast of flavours, from Borscht and Thai Tempeh Cakes with Sweet
Dipping Sauce to Champagne Risotto and Spanakopitta. Featuring more than 140 gourmet recipes
presented in an easy-to-follow format, this is...
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ReviewsReviews

This is the best pdf i have got go through until now. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this publication from my i and dad encouraged
this book to find out.
-- Aryanna Sauer-- Aryanna Sauer

The publication is great and fantastic. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested this
ebook to discover.
-- Linnie Kling-- Linnie Kling
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